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The Blind Men and the Elephant
(Abridged from the poem by John Godfrey Saxe)
It was six men of Hindustan
To learning much inclined,
Who went to see the Elephant
(Though all of them were blind)
That each by observation
Might satisfy the mind.
And so, these men of Hindustan
Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong,
Though each was partly in the right
And all were in the wrong.
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Foreword
A few years ago, during a seminar in Mumbai at The Other Song
academy we witnessed a live case by Dr. Sankaran. At that time,
he had not yet developed his analysis system with the Eight
Boxes.
During this case, amongst the other symptoms, the patient
described a feeling of lightness, the delusion of flying and a
feeling of being under pressure. We were swept away by that
delusion and completely forgot what the patient said at the
beginning of the consultation, the main issue being fear and
terror. We did not even consider the general or local symptoms.
Our mind automatically jumped to the most well-known place,
the sensation. We thought that the patient needed a plant
remedy from the Hamamelidae family and we totally missed the
remedy.
At that time, we did not have the eight-box tool to help us
recognize the unconscious pattern, the other song, the
noumenon that was unfolding before us in every aspect of the
patient. The idea of its existence was present, but we lacked
the appropriate instrument to keep our attention active in all
areas of the patient’s story, as to recognize the level where the
pattern is most clearly manifested and to find it on every level.
With the resource of the Eight Boxes, the case unfolds as with
a prism that breaks a light beam and then we can assemble its
parts again. In each color the whole is implied. Eventually that
prism would be internalized, and we could look at everything in
a fragmented way and then watch it come together again.
The Eight Box method is a priceless tool for analyzing and
summarizing a case for prescription, teaching and follow-ups.
It is a helpful resource that is dynamic and flexible in the sense
that it is the patient who determines the structure of each box.
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In this way, the prescription easily achieves the three parameters
that Dr. Sankaran emphasizes: exactness, completeness and
depth.
Dr. Nora Caram and Dr. Juan Carlos Galante
Buenos Aires, Argentina
March 2018
Dr. Nora Caram and Dr. Juan Carlos Galante are experienced homeopaths
from Buenos Aires, Argentina. They have studied under Dr. Masi Elizalde
and Dr. E. Candegabe among others, before studying the sensation method
and following its evolution into the Synergy and the Eight Box. They now run
courses on these approaches in Buenos Aires. They have been kind to write
this foreword as well as share an interesting case from their practice illustrating
the Eight Box Method that you will see later in this book.
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Introduction

The parable of the blind men and an elephant originated in
the ancient Indian subcontinent, from where it has been widely
diffused. It is a story of a group of blind men, who have never
come across an elephant before and who learn and conceptualize
what the elephant is like by touching it. Each blind man feels a
different part of the elephant’s body, but only one part, such as
the side or the tusk. They then describe the elephant based on
their partial experience and their descriptions are in complete
disagreement on what an elephant is. In some versions, they
come to suspect that the other person is dishonest, and they
come to blows.
The parable has been used to illustrate a range of truths and
fallacies; broadly, the parable implies that one’s subjective
experience can be true, but that such experience is inherently
limited by its failure to account for other truths or a totality of
truth.
The situation is similar in homeopathy. Different methodologies
and approaches view the case in different ways and often come
to different conclusions. One possible solution is to look at the
same case from different angles to get the whole picture.
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Evolution: From Synergy to
The Eight Box Method

In homeopathic practice, the intention is to make the task of
perceiving the morbid state and selecting the appropriate
remedy simple, consistent, definite and systematic, to ensure
recovery in every individual case of disease.
Thirty-five years of clinical practice along with a deep grounding
in Materia Medica, Provings and Repertory, has brought with
it an on-going evolution and refinement in my approach of
practice. With a firm grounding on the fundamental principles of
homeopathy and a mind that is open and receptive to nuances,
I have come to a stage where I use many approaches in my
practice, which requires both acceptance and flexibility.
As we know, homeopathy is based on the law of similars,
which means the remedy must match the patient, but then
why are there so many different approaches? These differences
arise because of a difference in opinion over what needs to
be matched. Throughout history, this has been the burning
question.
Some homeopaths advocate a practice based on specific
remedies for modalities and locations. For example: pain in the
joints that is better by motion is Rhus toxicodendron and if the
pain is worse from motion the remedy is Bryonia. Or a left-sided
headache is Spigelia and a right-sided headache is Sanguinaria.
15

The Elements of
The Eight Box

The greatest advantage of the Eight Box method is flexibility.
Though each case should ideally be complete in each of the
Eight Boxes, we may not encounter such cases in practice. If any
of the boxes are not clear in the case, despite our best efforts,
we should not try to force something into it. Instead we should
look at the other boxes which are clear.
Also, it is very important to note here that in every case one
must not enter information into the Eight Boxes mechanically.
It is to be done with the same artistic approach of selecting the
peculiar, queer, rare and strange symptoms of the patient that
represent the most characteristic and individualizing aspects of
the case.
Let us look at each of the Eight Boxes in depth for further
understanding.
PATHOLOGY
Many, if not all patients approach the physician with a
pathology, which means a particular organ is presenting as
the seat of disease. At times, the pathology itself may be very
unique or rare. In this case it becomes valuable information and
we can refer to the materia medica to find the organ affinities
and pathology-specific remedies. This box is very important
21

Exactness, Completeness, Depth

The Eight Box method of case analysis is mainly useful to reduce
the common errors we make in practice. The biggest mistake in
practice is that we tend to look at a part of case and make a
conclusion. Also, many-a-time we are guilty of not going into
the depth and eliciting exact details of each area.
I started to think of how we can reduce these errors and the
three words that came to me were exactness, completeness
and depth.
In the dictionary, exactness is the quality of being accurate,
correct or precise and completeness is the state or condition of
having all the necessary or appropriate parts. In homeopathic
case taking, both exactness and completeness are necessary
for the successful application of the Eight Box method of case
analysis and prescription.
The third word I focused on was depth because I truly believe
that every aspect, window, box, or area is important and needs
to be examined at great depth. The characteristics must be
elicited, recorded, categorized and classified in the most minute
of details.
The categories that denote the depth are miasm, experience,
sensation and modalities. I had an interesting case of a young
37

Matching the Intensity

Another critical concept to think of is matching the intensity and
core pattern of the patient with the intensity of symptoms in the
remedy. For example, we had a patient who had several fears,
pointing to the remedy Calcarea carbonica. She was 25-yearsold when she gave birth to her baby. She felt that it was a huge
responsibility, which she was not ready to take. She developed
a mild aversion and did not feel tremendous love for the baby.
She liked traveling but the fact was that she hardly travelled.
Even on being asked where she liked to go, she was not very
expressive and she had no compulsion to travel.
At the time of the live case explanation, one student asked
me why I did not give Calcarea phosphorica because of the
desire to travel and indifference to her child. The answer
I gave focused around the matching of the remedy. One cannot
take a common, mild desire to travel and match it to Calcarea
phosphorica, which has an intense desire to travel. One cannot
take this behavior as an aversion to responsibility, because at
the depth we understand the patient is like a child herself,
incapable to support her own needs. We cannot conclude
that this indifference to the family is the same of Phosphorus,
because in Phosphorus this feeling arises out of a desire to
make contacts outside of the family. But this particular woman
was very unsocial and she wanted to be at home with support.
41

Hints on Case Taking

Like every other art, case taking too becomes more refined and
easy with practice.
Here are some of the key points that I use in my case taking:
OPEN LISTENING
Without interrupting the patient, I observe what expressions
and words come frequently in different areas of the case. Only
if the words or expressions are repeated do I ask about them,
and I definitely not ask the first time the patient mentions them.
If the homeopath asks too early, one can mislead the patient
unless they are sure that the words or expressions have a deeper
significance.
DISSOCIATE
When I am sure that a word has a lot of significance for the
patient, then I take the word and tell the patient to forget the
situation or context in which the word was mentioned and tell
me whatever comes up for them spontaneously when they think
of the specific word.
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Case Taking according to
Levels of Experience

In the first ten minutes of the case taking, I usually wait and
scan what the patient says to see whether the narration
spontaneously flows from the level of facts, emotions, delusions
or sensation, and then decide which of these will yield the most
valuable information without resistance.
It is very important to understand that different cases require
different techniques of case taking. Let us look at each type of
case in detail.
CASES OF PATHOLOGY
If in a case we see that the most prominent symptoms are in
the pathology it means that the individualizing symptoms are
few. If the pathology is peculiar you must find the remedies for
that specific pathology. If you have six remedies covering the
pathology, you need to look for a concomitant that helps you to
find the exact match.
I had a case of urethral stricture in a 1-year-old child. Here,
the pathology itself is peculiar, why would a child of this age
develop urethral stricture? I looked briefly in the repertory
for urethra stricture and then I proceeded to ask about other
symptoms. As I was investigating the generals, I got the most
peculiar symptom in the perspiration area. This child perspired
49

Confirmation

The last step of the Eight Box method of case analysis is the
confirmation. We must match the essence of the patient to the
essence of the remedy.
It is very important to know that it is not necessary that every
symptom of the remedy be present in the patient.
Every remedy according to the kingdom has its essential
quality that must be present in the patient. There are certain
core qualities that make the remedy what it is. For example,
the essential qualities in Sulphur are inquisitiveness, theorizing
and a feeling of, “I am better than you”, but not in the way of
comparison in the animal kingdom but as an assertion of his
identity.
Let us illustrate this with more practical examples.
If one wants to prescribe Staphysagria, the patient must have
extreme sensitiveness at the core of the case with the need
to control. There must be issues of wounded honor, selfrespect, sexuality, and finally, a feeling of “I must control my
passion- whether it is anger or sex. If I fail to control it, I will be
embarrassed and I am so sensitive that I cannot take it”. Then
we have the physical manifestations and confirmations of anger
with trembling, redness of face, and loss of voice.
57

Cases illustrating
The Eight Box Method

1. Case of Allergic Bronchitis

and Constipation

This is a case of a 3-year-old boy who came to us with the
complaint of recurrent allergic bronchitis and constipation that
was present for one and a half years.
His mother reports he has a cough that occurs more at night
during sleep and in the morning. He goes red in face while
coughing without expectoration. The constipation is painful
and the stool recedes when he has the urge to defecate. He
sweats profusely around the hairline and prefers uncovering in
sleep. The mother explains there is a very peculiar symptom
where whenever a mosquito bites him anywhere on his body, he
develops a big swelling of the left eyelid overnight. This to me
was very strange and characteristic.
The mother describes him as a very emotional and affectionate
child who loves to cuddle and cling. He is very sensitive to
the emotions of others. He would cuddle people to make
them feel better when they were affected emotionally. He is
deeply affected by separation and people going away. He is
uncomfortable in a crowd but is happy in familiar places. He
does not like noise. He loves to dance, enjoys rhythmic music
and loves to remain active and play. He has a fear of loud sounds.
61

Afterword

This book is part of the ongoing evolutionary journey to achieve
more consistent results in practice.
The journey began with the understanding of fundamental
homeopathic concepts such as holism and individualism and the
idea of the dynamic nature of health and disease. From these
concepts came the understanding of the central disturbance
as represented by the mind state and the general symptoms.
Simultaneously there was a recognition of the importance of
peculiar symptoms with the concurrent development of the
skills of using of the repertory, materia medica and provings.
At this point the journey went further with the understanding
that the mind state was an expression of individual’s perception
(delusion), knowing which assumed importance. In a further
development, the ‘delusion’ was seen as an expression of
a deeper experience or ‘sensation’. The idea of classifying
sensations into the three kingdoms was the next significant step.
It was also discovered that each sensation can be expressed at a
certain pace (miasm).
It was observed that each patient has a specific aspect in their
case that is clearer than the others, delineating their level of
experience. Seven such levels were identified.
163

Resources for
Further Learning
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Books by Homoeopathic Medical Publishers
recommended by
Dr. Sankaran for step by step learning in Homoeopathy
BOOK

CONCEPT(S)

The Elements of
Homoeopathy

This book illustrates practically every aspect of
homoeopathic medicine, whether it is the study
of Materia medica, Hints on Case-Taking, Value
of Repertory, Cross References to the Repertory,
Difficulties in Practice and The Scope of Homoeopathy.

Dr. P. Sankaran
The Spirit of
Homoeopathy
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

The Substance of
Homoeopathy
Dr. Rajan Sankaran
The Soul of Remedies
Dr. Rajan Sankaran
The System of
Homoeopathy
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

Sensation Refined
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

This book is divided into four sections: Philosophy,
The Mind, Case-Taking and Finding the Remedy, and
Materia medica. The first section looks at what disease
is - the origin and the dynamics of disease. The second
investigates the understanding of delusions, mental
state as a whole and body-mind connection. The third
section covers the artistic aspect of homoeopathy,
understanding the patient. The final section furthers
the understanding of remedies, and includes remedies
as examples.
This book illustrates how delusions can be classified
using Hahnemann’s theory of miasms. A detailed study
of homoeopathic drugs with reference to their source
revels the purpose of the traditional classification into
plant, animal and mineral kingdom.
Clear, concise, confirmed descriptions of the inner
view of a hundred different remedies and how they
express this in clinical situations.
The method of case-taking, its analysis and detailed
follow-up is well illustrated with hints and guidelines, it
deals with the understanding the mental state, eliciting
the mind and body connection, central delusion, what
to do and what not to do with dreams, plus a further
understanding of miasms and kingdoms.
This book addresses the problems and pitfalls
that seekers in this method face. It answers many
queries about the sensation and its expression, and
how to understand it better, in a clearer and simpler
way. Here, there is a deeper understanding of the
experience, living it and seeing almost nothing else.
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BOOK
The Sensation in
Homoeopathy
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

An Insight into Plants
(Volumes 1, 2 and 3)
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

Sankaran’s Schema
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

Structure - Experiences
with the Mineral
Kingdom
(Volumes 1 and 2 )
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

Sankaran’s Plant
Sensation in Picture
Dr. Rajan Sankaran
Sandra Petri

CONCEPT(S)
Using numerous case examples, this book gives one
the ability to know at all times in a given case, where
to begin and where to aim, through The Seven Levels
of Experience. It gives a definitive pathway for casetaking, a means by which to observe and utilize the
active energy patterns of the patient (hand gestures
and movements), plus a way of matching the patient’s
level to the remedy and potency that is required.
This book provides a framework of how the plant
kingdom can be classified and understood. Tracing
the common sensation of each family, this book
shows how this sensation can be seen in the remedies
in that family. The remedies are differentiated by the
miasm to which they belong.
This book aims to bring in a nut shell, in a tabulated
form, the different concepts and information
spread over Dr. Sankaran’s books - The Spirit of
Homoeopathy, The Substance of Homoeopathy,
The System of Homoeopathy, The Sensation in
Homoeopathy, and An Insight into Plants (Volume I,
II, III), and Sensation Refined.
The periodic table readily lends itself to the task of
classification. Its seven rows and 18 columns can be
understood, seen and experienced as stages of human
development. Recent explorations into the rows,
backed by several clinical cases, provings and research,
have thrown new light on the Mineral Kingdom
that makes it significantly easier to recognize the
remedies in practice.
As they say 'One picture is worth a thousand words'.
In this books Sandra Petri's visual representations
is aligned to Dr Sankaran’s experience of the
Plant families. The idea of the whole book is to
be informal or more at an artistic level rather than
something very structured or formal. It is offered to
students and practitioners of homoeopathy with the
trust that it will further help in getting not only the
words of each family but an actual live experience by
a look at the illustrations.
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BOOK

CONCEPT(S)

Survival - The Mollusc

Within are described the qualities of Mollusca in
nature, its subdivisions, and expressions in the human
being. Each of these is described with source words,
proving information and clinical cases, to make it
easy to recognize in clinical practice.

Dr. Rajan Sankaran
Dr. Sudhir Baldota

Survival - The Reptile
(Volume 1 and 2)
Dr. Rajan Sankaran
Dr. Meghna Shah
The Synergy in
Homoeopathy
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

Synergy Synopsis
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

Just You See
Dr. Sunirmal Sarkar

Within are described the qualities of Reptilia in
nature, its subdivisions, and expressions in the human
being. Each of these is described with source words,
proving information and clinical cases, to make it
easy to recognize in clinical practice.
An integrated approach to case-taking and analysis.
Never before has the connection between the patient
and the remedy been so clear - symptoms and system
are two sides of the same coin and this results from an
integrated approach. Both the factual and conceptual
aspects of the patient and the remedy must be seen
together. The knowledge of old masters, such as C.M.
Boger, is explained in detail. Through illustrative
cases, the secret of success is depicted through this
integrated approach. Through a seamless blending
of the old and new, conventional and contemporary,
the results are proof of a quantum leap in
homoeopathic practice.
This book is a small handbook, updated with the
latest developments in advanced homoeopathic
practice. It is intended to be a ready reference guide
for participants who attend seminars, and for others
who wish to have an overview of this system of
practice.
This is a book which brings to light the many different
approaches and clinical Materia medica of Dr. Sunirmal
Sarkar. He is one of busiest homeopathic practitioners
in Kolkota, India and sees up to 100 patients a day,
50 of which are cancer cases. This book also describes
in depth the different sources and methods which help
to solve cases, such as Materia medica, the Repertory,
Indian Drugs, Potentised Allopathic Drugs, Sarcodes,
and Organ Remedies amongst others.
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BOOK

CONCEPT(S)

From Similia to Synergy From Similia to Synergy guides the reader through the
Dr. Rajan Sankaran
full spectrum of homoeopathic knowledge. Sankaran
demonstrates integration with actual case sudies. Casetaking discourses have been transcribed and parsed to
allow the reader to understand the Sankaran’s thought
processes. Thoughout, the reader is encouraged to refer
to supporting bodies of work for further research and
comprehension.
The Art of Follow-Up
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

Pathology Factor in
Remedy Selection
Dr. Ashok Borkar

It is often said that it is easier to come to a remedy
selection than managing the follow up. Most of the
difficulties that arise in follow up management include
how and when to repeat a remedy, when to escalate the
potency, when to change the remedy and so on. When
mastered, the art of follow up is the key to developing
a successful and satisfying homoeopathic practice.
Dr. Rajan Sankaran explains the intricacies and
importance of the follow up alongside illustrative cases
with long-term follow ups from his 30 years of practice.
He sees a patient beyond their disease, connects to
them at a deeper level, manages critical situations
faced by the patient (in health or personal lives) as
a homeopath, friend, guide and philosopher, and
therefore demonstrates how to effectively encourage
the patient to adopt essential changes in their lifestyle
including diet, exercise, yoga and meditation.
This book is a result of intense study by Dr. Ashok
Borkar. With the help of successfully solved cases
it demonstrates the role of the pathology factor in
remedy selection. The technique that he has used and
advocated in this book is so simple that any homoeopath
who reads this book should be able to apply it easily in
his practice and produce amazing results.
Dr. Rajan Sankaran sums up the vital learning that will
be derived from this book in its foreword, “ This book
by Dr Ashok Borkar, his first one, is an important contribution.
It highlights the fact that beyond matching the Sensation and the
Symptoms of the patient with the remedy, one also has to consider
if the Genius matches too. This facilitates healing at the deeper
levels and not only relief of symptoms or state of mind.”
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BOOK
Conquering Fevers with
Homoeopathy

CONCEPT(S)
Fever cases cause panic in patients and doctors as well.
But chill!

Dr. Gajanan
Dhanipkar

As a homoeopathic physician, armed with the standard
materia medicas and repertories, and applying basic
skills of observation, clinical examination and remedy
analysis, you can certainly conquer fevers in practice.
In this his first book, Dr. Gajanan Dhanipkar MD
(Hom) unfurls the simple and practical methods
of approaching, solving and handling fever cases
homoeopathically. It is amply illustrated with cases
from his daily practice, including diagnoses, analysis
charts and results verified by laboratory reports.
It is a masterpiece of a clinically verifiable practical
application of homoeopathy.

Dog, Yogi, Banyan Tree
Dr. Rajan Sankaran

“If you are open to learn, everyone and everything
becomes your teacher.”
Told through a series of fascinating vignettes, Dog,
Yogi, Banyan Tree brings alive Dr. Rajan Sankaran’s
meetings with various people and situations to form
a rich tapestry of his experiences. Starting from his
formative years with his father, he takes us on an
undulating journey where ordinary people, gurus, a
tree and even a dog leave an everlasting impression.
The anecdotes, steeped in introspection of ethics, love,
friendship, passion, coincidences, criticism, challenges
and spirituality, strike a chord with us all. The stories,
insightful yet amusing, may seem unconnected
initially, like threads of different hues hanging loosely,
but soon they are deftly woven into a larger picture.
It is a tale of personal evolution and spiritual discovery
that both touches the heart and heals the soul.
To know more about this book visit:
www.dogyogibanyantree.com
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Wednesdays With Rajan - 1 & 2
An Incredible step-by step,
Comprehensive, Learning Opportunity
at your doorstep.
WWR 1 - holds an indomitable reputation of being one of the most
successful online training program in the history of homoeopathy.
Dr. Rajan Sankaran has presented, for the ﬁrst time, a comprehensive
online talks of 102 hours.
Wednesdays With Rajan- 1 is a crystallisation of the 30 years of his busy
practice where he successfully integrates traditional homoeopathic
knowledge of the Organon, Materia Medica and Repertory with his
origination, the Sensation Method.
WWR - 2
Wednesdays With Rajan -II takes the concept of online programs to a whole
new level - from fundamentals to mastery.
This program shows how the Sensation Method and other contemporary
advanced methods are used in practice and is integrated with all
conventional approaches in a harmonious synergy for much greater
eﬀectiveness in practice.
In this course, Dr. Rajan Sankaran is joined by 23 of the world's leading
homoeopathic practitioners, each bringing their own unique ﬂavour to
homoeopathic practice.
All talks are pre-recorded. You can view them as per your convenience.
You will get access for 15 months from the date of access activation.

Homoeopathic Medical Publishers
Contact : sales@onlinehmp.com
www.onlinehmp.com
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Wednesdays With Rajan - 3
The Newest Evolution in practice

The Eight Box Method

Learn the Art & Skill of Case Taking
& Follow-Up with Dr. Sankaran
from the comfort of your home!
WWR-3 focuses on the newest evolution in practice, including the Synergy
approach and The Eight Box Method. It also highlights the importance of
the techniques used in follow-ups and how to manage long-term follow-ups
in practice.
In these lectures, Dr. Sankaran goes into great detail and explains the
process of case-taking and analysis with step-by-step instructions, allowing
participants to get a sneak-peak into his own thought process and
understanding of the art of homeopathy.
All talks are pre-recorded. You can view them as per your convenience.
You will get access for 8 months from the date of access activation.
More about The Eight Box Method
The Eight Box Method is a reproducible approach used to ﬁnd the most
correct remedy and it is one step ahead of Synergy. This is the latest and the
most successful tool in Dr. Sankaran's toolbox, which will help to further the
development and practice of homeopathy.
The Eight Box Method will be illustrated through several case examples,
including serious pathological cases. This method is based on the concepts
of exactness and completeness, and it is a very inclusive, harmonious
approach to get the most consistent results in practice.
Duration : 8 months | Total talk duration - 50 hours (approx.)

Homoeopathic Medical Publishers
Contact : sales@onlinehmp.com
www.onlinehmp.com
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Synergy Homeopathic (formerly KHA) is an innova�ve, interna�onal
company comprised of a core group of renowned homeopaths who are
passionate about the discipline of homeopathy and the community it
serves. The team is dedicated for empowering prac��oners, teachers,
and students alike through the development of reliable,
comprehensive homeopathic so�ware and teaching tools.
MacRepertory is our repertoriza�on tool. It makes it easy to analyze
each case, select rubrics and check the Materia Medica, providing the
prac��oner with conﬁdence about their prescrip�on.
ReferenceWorks is a rich and revolu�onary search and analysis system
u�lizing a vast library of more than 1000 volumes of Materia Medica,
provings, journals and more. You can simply search, in your pa�ent's
own words, within the extensive library to instantly discover the most
likely remedies for your case.
VitalQuest is so�ware based on the 'Sensa�on Method' of Dr. Rajan
Sankaran. Developed by a team of homeopaths, this so�ware helps in
the process of case taking and analysis, kingdom and miasm
classiﬁca�on and ﬁnally takes us to the source. It contains informa�on
on the kingdom, sub kingdom, the source language and the
homeopathic applica�on of this informa�on. It gives a spectrum of
features oﬀering you everything you want to match both sides of
contemporary and classical prescribing.

www.synergyhomeopathic.com
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H.O.P.E. (Homeopathy Online Portal for Educa�on) is the latest
advancement in homeopathic e-learning that aims to enhance the
quality of homeopathic educa�on globally.
H.O.P.E. is an online pla�orm that provides video seminars and various
lecture series that can be accessed on demand right from the
individual’s home, no ma er what level of development. Many
renowned homeopaths in the world have contributed to this project
with the hopes of advancing our science in which they speak about
topics including the Organon, case-taking, Provings, Posology, Materia
Medica, Repertory, contemporary approaches in prac�ce, and many
more.
H.O.P.E. establishes a cyberspace educa�on center where aﬀordable
and good quality homeopathic educa�on is accessible to homeopaths
worldwide.
We see this educa�on pla�orm as the H.O.P.E. for homeopathy.
Homeopathy needs good prac��oners and this is only possible through
good training. Modern technology makes it possible to bring
inspira�onal teachers right into the home of the student, thus saving
�me and energy for both.

For further ques�ons and sugges�ons contact us at:

hope@synergyhomeopathic.com
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The other song : Interna�onal Academy of Advanced Homeopathy (TOS)
is an integrated Homoeopathic clinic, training and research academy led
by Dr. Rajan Sankaran, ably aided by a dedicated team of more than 30
homoeopathic prac��oners, teachers and authors, of na�onal and
interna�onal acclaim, dedicated to holis�c pa�ent care and well-being,
high quality student-prac��oner educa�on and training.
TEACHING TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY
The only thing that homoeopathy needs today is good quality
homoeopathic prac��oners. This can only be produced via clinical and
prac�cal training.
Homoeopathy is best learned when a student is exposed to an
experienced prac��oner in prac�ce, and observes the art of case-taking,
understanding the totality and the process of coming to a remedy. The
academy provides this unique pla�orm where sophis�cated video
technology connects the clinic consul�ng rooms to the training
auditoriums. Students witness live cases and follow-ups on a daily basis ,
followed by an in-depth discussion and analysis and discussion of the
case with experienced homoeopaths. This helps to connect seamlessly
to the theore�c principles being applied in daily prac�ce. The academic
faculty comprises of several interna�onally-acclaimed homoeopaths.
Students are exposed to diﬀerent styles of prac�sing the same method
of homoeopathy.
Bridging the gap between theory and prac�ce is one of the basic tenets
of the academic program at the other song academy. Formal educa�on is
deeply lacking in extensive prac�cal clinical training for students, which
in turn aﬀects their ability to set up and start a successful prac�ce on
their own. Teaching and training at the academy is geared towards the
all-round development of students and prac��oners.
For informa�on about our courses, please visit our website:

www.theothersong.com
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The Eight Box method is Dr. Rajan Sankaran’s most recent evolution in
homeopathic practice. It involves classifying the patient’s information into
8 different aspects. It compels the physician to look at the different aspects
and find the thread that connects all the different aspects. It allows use of
several methodologies synergistically in different cases. It is a reproducible
tool that helps to gain consistent results. Illustrated with several cases,
this book aims to reduce the chances of error that can arise as a result of
prejudice or from looking at only a part of information.
About the Author:
Dr. Rajan Sankaran, M.D. (Hom), is a homeopath,
thinker, teacher and author who is known around the
world for his revolutionary concepts in homeopathy.
As a boy, he would help his father, Dr. P. Sankaran in
repertorizing cases, which made him well versed with
the repertory from a very young age. His conviction
in Homeopathy was born out of the direct witnessing
his father’s practice and also as result of learning
from many senior homeopaths like Dr. S. R. Phatak.
He began his practice in 1981, soon after he graduated from the C.M.P.H.
Medical College, Mumbai, where he later served as the Associate Professor
of Repertory.
His idea of disease being a delusion was a path-breaking concept that
has laid the foundation of a new era in homeopathy. He developed the
concepts of Sensation, Kingdom, and Levels of Experience and added
many more miasms to the existing ones. He thus pioneered a right brained
approach to homeopathy. He advocated and practiced the synergistic use
of the classical and contemporary methods in case analysis.
He has a rich clinical experience of more than 35 years in practice which
he now disseminates among students and practitioners as the head of
‘the other song: International Academy of Advanced Homoeopathy’,
Mumbai, India, besides teaching in seminars in many countries.
He has a busy practice in Mumbai where he guides patients to health, not
only through medicinal treatment but also concurrently through the right
diet, inner witnessing processes and meditation. His practice is based on
a holistic approach in healthcare founded on empathy and compassion.
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